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Abstract
In the frame of LECI refurbishment program in CEA-Saclay from 1995 to 2004, a new 250 kN tensile
machine shall be installed in a hot cell (called K8) early 2003.
This new testing equipment will be used for several characterisation programs on irradiated materials :
• tensile tests on round specimens with or without a notch, from diameter 4 mm to 10 mm,
• tensile tests on plane specimens from 7.5 to 20 mm long,
• rupture tests on CT specimens from CT20 to CT50,
• tensile tests on cladding tube specimen.
To be able to carry out all these tests on a single tensile machine, a new testing device has been
designed with a thermal chamber and several sensors placed around it to measure loadings and
specimen displacement and strain.
The tests are first conducted on a dummy hot cell as close as possible to final one. Several points are
going to be checked :
• the thermomechanical performances of the testing device,
• the telemanipulability of all objects inside the cell,
• the entire cell fittings (storage, fluids and electrical links ...).
The testing device designed will permit to realise a great variety of mechanical characterisation test on
a single machine. To reach this goal, several new testing devices or fittings have been specially
designed. The whole testing device will be operating in 2003.
Introduction
In the frame of LECI refurbishment program in CEA-Saclay from 1995 to 2004, a new 250 kN tensile
machine shall be installed in a hot cell (called K8) early 2003.
This tensile machine is intended to carry out all mechanical characterisation testing on irradiated
materials before new tensile machines will be usable in new hot cells built in Saclay. These hot cells
will not be operational before 2004.
250 kN tensile machine is so planned to be used for mechanical testing on a wide range of
specimens. This implies to have corresponding mechanical interfaces and sensors adapted to all
these specimens and testing conditions.
All this material must be put and stored in the cell. All measurements from different sensors have to be
transmitted outside the cell in order to be stored on computer.
This article is presenting different aspects of the cell fitting in order to carry out tensile machine
installation and to make it operational.
Intended tests
K8 250 kN hydraulic tensile machine has been designed to carry out on it a wide range of mechanical
characterisation tests :
• tensile tests on round specimens with or without a notch, from diameter 4 mm to 10 mm,
• tensile tests on plane specimens from 7.5 to 20 mm long,
• rupture tests on CT specimens from CT20 to CT50,
• tensile tests on cladding tube specimen.
The range of specimens is quite large (Figure 1) and implies a large range of mechanical adapters
and a large range for strength and displacements sensors. Further, these different specimens can be
tested in temperature conditions between –150°C and 600°C.
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Figure 1 : Some specimens to be tested on K8
250 kN tensile machine

Figure 2 : 250 kN INSTRON tensile machine

Experimental device
The 250 kN hydraulic tensile machine has been adapted in order to fit in the K8 cell space (Figure 2).
The machine consists of a two-column precision aligned high stiffness load frame with a fixed lower
table. Its upper crosshead is adjustable using hydraulic lifting cylinders under the machine table. A
special study for the sealing aspect for contamination was applied. Hydraulic power supply is deported
outside the main building and linked to the tensile machine in the hot cell by high pressure tubing.
Machine can be controlled in load or displacement by a 8800 electronics and a computer. To fix all
intended specimens on the tensile machine, a complete set of mechanical adapters has been
designed.

Figure 3 : Opened furnace

Figure 4 : Furnace rear

To impose temperature loadings on specimens, a thermal “heater/cooler” chamber has been specially
designed to fit to the tensile machine (Figure 3, Figure 4). It is equipped with 2 fans, a cooling system
by liquid nitrogen able to decrease the specimen temperature down to –160°C and a heating system
by electrical resistors capable to increase temperature up to 600°C. 2 optical windows permit
dimensional measurements without contact and specimen observation during test. In order to have an
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access as easy as possible to fix specimen on tensile machine with telemanipulators, the thermal
chamber can be entirely opened in 2 halves. The chamber temperature is controlled by 2 type K
thermocouples linked to regulators and power supply unit placed outside the cell.
Measurements
A complete set of sensors permits to measure loadings and specimen mechanical evolution during
test. They have been designed or chosen in order to fit measurements requirements of all specimens
testing on K8 tensile machine.
All these sensors are controlled by electronic devices placed outside the cell. Measurements are
stored on a computer. All cables, for power supply and measurements, are passing through cell walls.
Tensile machine sensors
The strength imposed to specimen is measured by one of two load cells (10 or 250 kN) mounted on
tensile machine. 250 kN load cell remains on the machine. 10 kN load cell can be mounted under it by
a central screw (Figure 5).

Figure 5 : Load cells screwed in the upper crosshead

Figure 6 : High temperature extensometer on the
chamber

The jack displacement is measured by a LVDT sensor on tensile machine under the hot cell. The
displacement range of the machine is ± 75 mm.
Temperature
Thermocouples can be placed on specimen or near it depending specimen geometry. Thermocouple
can be welded too with the spot welding system intended for crack propagation measurements.
Elongation
The specimen elongation is measured by extensometers of different types depending on geometry of
used specimen.
High temperature extensometer
An axial extensometer (Figure 6) is used for tensile tests specimens. It has been supplied by MAYTEC
society. It is a contact extensometer equipped with 2 alumina rods in order to support high
temperature. Alumina rods can be changed depending the specimen form :
• V notch rods for round specimen,
• conical head rods for plane specimen.
Its main characteristics are :
• user adjustable gage length between 11 and 50 mm
• measurement capacity ± 10mm
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• precision 0.5 µm
This permits to measure elongation on a large range of specimens with a good precision and with the
same sensor. Nevertheless, main difficulty is the evaluation of adjustable gage length. No system
exists on the sensor. Two solutions are considered :
• use a mechanical accessory of scale type to measure rod initial distance once pressed on
specimen shaft.
• use measurement by camera. This needs to calibrate camera image and precision is not
less than camera pixel.
Clip on gages
Several clip on gages have been specially designed to fit to the different geometries of CT specimens
and the temperature testing conditions. Two main types of sensors have been realised by LESCATE
society :
•
•

short arms clip gage, mounted in the thermal chamber, for low temperature between –
160°C and 20°C,
long arms clip gage, mounted outside the thermal chamber, for high temperature between
20°C and 700°C.

Figure 7 : Short rams clip gage for low
temperature tests

Figure 8 : Long arms clip gage for high
temperature tests

Due to its arms stiffness, the short arms clip gage can be mounted directly on the specimen before
mounting on tensile machine. Long arms clip gage is much larger and needs a supporting device. The
arms ends notches have to be positioned on specimen after its mounting on tensile machine. Some
adjustments of arm ends geometry have to be designed in order to clip the sensor surely with
telemanipulators.
Crack propagation
The crack propagation measurement during tests on CT specimens is planned to be measured by an
electrical potential difference technique (Figure 9).
Electric potential difference technique needs two sets of wires :
• power ones welded on either sides of specimen notch,
• measure ones welded on both sides of the notch too but nearer than power wires.
Power and measurement is realised by an electronics. This system needs a calibration procedure in
order to fit electric measurement and crack propagation on specimen.
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Figure 9 : Crack propagation measurement principle
This means that electric wires must been spot welded on specimen in cell. A spot welding system has
been specially designed (Figure 10). Power unit is placed outside the cell. Electrodes are placed on
specimen by air pressurised automatic system which triggered the electric weld.

Figure 10 : Spot welding system for DDP
measurement

Figure 11 : Live camera in front of a chamber window

Optical dimensional measurements
Dynamic image analysis system

Specimen images can be stored during test by a video camera (Figure 11) and a numeric video
recorder. Images stored have a resolution of 768 x 576 pixels. Post processing of these images can
permit several measurements :
• shape evolution during test,
• necking evolution according to Bridgman method,
• displacement evaluation by image correlation.
Camera is placed in front of a furnace window. Light must be adjusted to have specimen images of
good quality in order to process dimensional measurement as accurate as possible.
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Static image analysis system
To complete these measurements during test, an optical dimensional analysis system (Figure 12) has
been designed. It is used after test for dimensional measurements on broken specimens
• necking on axial specimens,
• crack propagation on CT specimens,
• fracture analysis.
Two cameras are placed on the system for necking measurement (Figure 13) and crack propagation
analysis (Figure 14). Specimen is placed on :
• optical tables to move specimen in X ad Y axis,
• goniometer to adjust specimen orientation.
These micropositionners are motorised microstepping devices which can be operated by a computer
from outside the cell.

Figure 12 : Post test optical
analysis system

Figure 13 : Post test necking
analysis

Figure 14 : Post test fracture
analysis

Testing device installation in hot cell

The elements to be put in hot cell are presented in the following list :
• Test machine
o Machine INSTRON 250 kN
o Thermal chamber
• Mechanical adapters
• Specimens
• Sensors
o Crack propagation measurement (spot welding system)
o Thermocouples
o Clip gages
o Extensometer
o Camera
o Optical analysis system
o 2nd loadcell
• Calibration units
o Calibration loadcells
o Extensometer and clip gages calibration system
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•

Connexions
o Electricity (power and measurement)
o Gas
o Tensile machine hydraulic connexion
• Mounting accessories
• Storage equipment
Specific work is made to design the hot cell fitting in order the operator can store and use all these
elements in good working conditions. Attention is particularly paid to heavy mechanical adapters
designed (for CT 50 for example). Some special mounting accessories must be designed to ensure a
secure mounting on tensile machine. Moreover, adapters have been designed with screw mounting to
transmit maximal strength. This needs to design too a specific mounting methodology by remote
handling.
Work scheme
Design checking work

The tests are first conducted on a dummy hot cell (Figure 15) as close as possible to final one.
Several points are going to be checked :
• the thermomechanical performances of the testing device,
• the telemanipulability of all objects inside the cell,
• the entire cell fittings (storage, fluids and electrical links ...).
The whole test methodology must be checked for all kind of tests in experimental conditions as close
as possible to the real ones in hot cell. This is necessary to define the last improvements before the
installation of the testing device in hot cell.
The definitive electrical wiring will be realised first on the dummy hot cell to be tested with real
connectors and cables. The measurement signals quality can be checked. After successful tests, the
whole wiring will be moved in the hot cell with as less as possible of disconnections.
Machine moving in hot cell

After successful tests in dummy hot cell, the testing device will be moved in several steps :
• The hot cell electrification. The electric tables and cables are taken from the dummy hot
cell and bring to the hot cell. All cables are passed through sheathing existing in the cell
walls from the inside of the cell to devices outside the cell.
• The tensile machine insertion. It will be installed in the cell by its ceiling opening. Part of
worktop is attached to the machine base. The machine is fixed through an anti vibration
system in the cell floor by bolts.
• Worktop mounting in the cell. Worktop is separating the cell in 2 parts. It will be soldered in
the cell to ensure air tightness between upper and lower parts (Figure 16). The upper part
is the working irradiated part of the cell. The lower part contains the tensile machine
hydraulic parts. It must be opened once a year for the hydraulic maintenance.
• Storage elements installation.
• Gas connexions
• Mobile elements installation
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Figure 15 : Design checking before
implementation in hot cell

Figure 16 : Upper and lower parts of the tensile
machine

Conclusion

The testing device designed will permit to realise a great variety of mechanical characterisation test on
a single machine. To reach this goal, several new testing devices or fittings have been specially
designed. The whole testing device will be operating in 2003.
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